
Cucci & Cabana
Creator's Bios

Alison Kelly has been working in the performing arts for the
past twenty five years. She is an actor, a writer, a street
performer and a teacher. Alison is part of the creative team that
wrote and performed the internationally acclaimed, award
winning, ‘Mom’s the Word’, ‘Mom’s the Word : Unhinged’. and
‘Mom’s the Word : Remixed’. Along with her writing partner,
Deborah Wi l l i ams , she wr i t e s and per forms for
rantingparent.com.  This is Alison’s first foray into the world of
directing. She is delighted and honored to be working with
Emilie and Joey. Alison is a graduate of Studio 58 where she is
currently on faculty.

Joey Lespérance is a theatre artist living in Vancouver since the
late 80s. A graduate of Studio 58, he has worked professionally
as an actor for over 20 years. In the last few years, his talent has
been appreciated in many productions. For Théâtre La
Seizième : Porc-épic (2012), Traces (2012), L’Enfant Problème
(2011), Comment devenir parfait en trois jours (2010), Lentement la
beauté (2009), Le vue d’en haut (2008-2009) and many others. For
L’UniThéâtre in Edmonton : Des fraises en janvier (2009), Fort
Mac (2007), and of course, Cowboy Poété (2005 et 2006). Joey
was also part of Flying Bling (Co-Production of Axis Theatre &
Legs On The Wall, Australia). With Cucci & Cabana, Joey is
now emerging as a writer and creator. Joey is a two time Jessie
Richardson Award nominee.

Emilie Leclerc is a Vancouver-based actor and creator who
works in both French and English. With Théâtre la Seizième,
Emilie performed in Écran de Fumée, Le Portrait Gooble (Jessie
award for best TYA production), and held the lead role in
L’Enfant Problème (Jessie Richardson Award nomination for best
performance). As a creator, Emilie is part of the pan-Canadian
collective Les Petites Cellules Chaudes who developed a daring
multi-media performance called Le iShow, which was presented
at Usine C in Montréal last February. Emilie is a graduate of
Studio 58, studied clowning and bouffon at École Philippe
Gaulier, and holds a B.A. from McGill University. She's
delighted to be giving life to Cucci & Cabana with such a
talented and dedicated team! Next up, Munsch to say! at
Chemainus Theatre Festival.  



Artist Statement

We live in an image hungry society. Daily, we are bombarded with advertisements for
products which hold out the promise of youth, beauty and perfection. We live in a world
where it's socially acceptable to be obsessed with our outer appearance, where talking about
weight, diets, the latest exercise trends, hair styles, hair removal methods, 'tummy tucks',
facial peels, teeth whitening, or face lifts over dinner with friends is the norm. We live in a
culture where we will go to huge expense and submit to even dangerous procedures in order
to achieve a desired look. By the time we are pre-teens, we are well aware of how 'flawed'
our existing selfs are and have an acute idea of what our 'ideal body' should be. Inspired by
our own conflicts with body image, we, as artists, wanted to explore the issues of why and to
what extent we buy into this cultural obsession. In order to do this, we felt it important to
push past reality and into the place of the absurd. What better vehicle to do that than the
clown? 

The clown represents humanity in its most simplistic form. In Cucci & Cabana we seek to
reflect on the absurdity of what we are ready to do to achieve beauty.  Through the world of
clown, we hope to make people laugh but also hold a mirror up to a culture that places such
high value on physical appearance. Why do most of us partake in this obsession on some
level?  Is our outer beauty really a measure of our self worth? 


